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DEAR FRIENDS AND SUPPORTERS:

For more than 100 years, the Detroit Historical Society has been sharing Detroit’s stories and why they matter through exhibitions, programs, and community outreach. The past few years have been some of the most dramatic in our shared history, and we are grateful to all of our stakeholders for your support during this time.

We were thrilled to welcome you back to our museums this year, and we are proud that you have returned in numbers that surpass our pre-pandemic totals. We are also happy that we have been able to continue offering the new and exciting online programming that we developed while our museums were closed for safety. Our virtual tours, traveling exhibitions, social media features, and our first-ever podcast continue to collect followers and have expanded the Society’s reach across the country.

We are proud of the new partnerships that we have developed over the past year, which helped us reach new audiences, welcoming thousands of brand new supporters to our museums. Our members and donors are truly the lifeblood of this great institution, and we are thankful that your ranks have continued to grow at a steady pace. Even as our doors were temporarily closed, our membership rolls hit a new high. Our goal is to provide each member with special access, ample information, and a best-in-class member experience, whether we are in-person or virtual. We are adding new benefits all the time, and we hope you continue to enjoy the value of membership with the Society.

The coming year will undoubtedly offer many new challenges and historical moments. As your historical institution, the Detroit Historical Society will be there to document them all. We look forward to serving you for the next century; with your continued support, our shared future looks bright. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Elana Rugh       John P. Decker
President & CEO  Chair, Board of Trustees
Detroit Historical Society  Detroit Historical Society

On front: Battle of Lake Erie Ships, Frank and Arthur Woodford, c. 1963. These small-scale ships were created for a display commemorating the 150th anniversary of the Battle of Lake Erie, which took place in 1813. One of the most significant battles of the War of 1812, it ensured American control of the Great Lakes. This year, the models were on display in the Gothic Room as part of the Maritime Miniatures exhibition.
2021-22 KEY ACCOMPLISHMENTS

EDUCATION, PROGRAMS & OUTREACH:

• The Education team reignited our partnership with the Detroit Public School Community District for their Cultural Passport Program, welcoming 4,000 third grade students in the district to both the Detroit Historical Museum and Dossin Great Lakes Museum. We also welcomed many other students from the Metro area, seeing 10,000 students back in the museum after a pause during the pandemic.

• We hosted 36 Behind the Scenes Tours with participation from 500 guests. We created new partnerships by visiting six new sites and offered three virtual options during the winter months.

• We brought back family friendly programming like the Dossin Easter Egg Hunt in April, Free Holiday Sundays in December, and On the Shoulders of Giants in February, which showcased black-owned Detroit businesses and set the stage for The Hustle.

• Michigan History Day returned as an in-person program at the Detroit Historical Museum on March 5, with 80 participating youth from six schools representing Wayne County.

• 100 Years 100 Stories was a grant-funded program that collected 100 oral histories from local residents and provided useful information about storing and collecting personal artifacts and photographs in the home.

• We partnered with University of Michigan architecture and design students on a program called Racializing Space. Students developed a proposed traveling exhibit and an online exhibition utilizing the statistics and material collected around redlining in Detroit.

• In partnership with Wayne State University, we installed two exhibitions developed by students from the Museum Studies program that highlighted marketing in the 1950s and WWII from the African American perspective.

• The Summer Skiff and Schooner Program took place in July 2021 at the Dossin Great Lakes Museum with Detroit River Story Lab in partnership with the University of Michigan. The boat building workshop hosted 15 students and several subject matter volunteers who helped students craft their boats. Speakers were on hand to talk about the Detroit River, artifact preservation, and a host of other historical subjects.
EXHIBITIONS & CURATORIAL:

- **Body by Fisher** opened in August 2021 in the Motor City Showcase with a VIP event followed by a family fun reunion featuring a car show, drop-in tours, and a Fisher Body scavenger hunt throughout the museum.

- After *RESPECT* the movie was announced, we worked with the filmmakers to feature garments from the movie in the Detroit Historical Museum. A selection of dresses and accessories was shown in our Motor City Music exhibition over the summer months.

- **Hudson’s Holidays** opened in November 2021 throughout the museum. The exhibition touched on Hudson’s Toyland, fashion department, home goods, early history, the *Hudsonian*, and more. During Free Holiday Sundays in December, guest curator Mike Hauser offered popular tours of the exhibition.


- **Come Out! In Detroit** was installed in our Auditorium Showcase and featured the panels from the comic book recounting the first gay pride parade in Detroit. The anniversary comic book was printed and passed out free of charge at the Detroit Historical Museum and other locations around the Cultural Center.

- The Dossin Great Lakes Museum opened Maritime Miniatures in January 2022 with more than 150 ship models installed throughout the galleries. The exhibition remained up through the summer, when it was condensed into the Robert M. Dossin Gallery.

- In June, we partnered with historian Rodney Deal on Freedom Confirmed: Abraham Lincoln’s Courage to Create Change, a pop-up museum exhibition on Detroit’s east side.

MUSEUM RENTALS:

- Despite ongoing challenges related to the pandemic, our facilities were once again popular venues for corporate functions, foundation celebrations, weddings, retirement parties, and birthdays. Unfortunately, we struggled to regain profitability in this area. Consequently, we have decided to stop facility rentals for private social events.

- We are hopeful that by concentrating on corporate, nonprofit, and partnership events we will be able to provide excellent service while returning this area to profitability and working within sustainable staffing levels.
MARKETING & PUBLIC RELATIONS:

- We designed and published the *Centennial News*, an all-new quarterly print newsletter to showcase initiatives around the Society’s 100th anniversary. We also ran a dedicated Centennial social media campaign, created by our 2021 summer intern.

- In September 2021, we began a new “Feature Friday” social campaign to showcase some of the films in our YouTube video history archive. We ended the year with nearly 85,000 views of these videos across Instagram and Facebook.

- The *Hudson’s Holidays* exhibition opened with strong media support, including all major local print/digital publications and TV hits from Fox 2, WXYZ, DPTV, and WMYD (channel 50). It also saw strong numbers on social media, and some 2,200 visitors came through the museum across four Free Holiday Sundays in December.

- Marketing designed the Giving Tuesday social and email campaign in partnership with Development. We exceeded our goal for digital fundraising on Giving Tuesday, with $3,200+ raised.

- Our Holiday Shopping social media campaign reached 42,000+ people with 2,050 engagements, and we opened dedicated Facebook and Instagram storefronts for our merchandise. Out of 2,601 visitors that clicked through to the online museum store in December, 36% (954) were referred through our social channels. Several popular items sold out over the holidays, including our 2021 custom Hudson’s ornament.

- Rebecca Salminen Witt, Chief Strategy and Marketing Officer, appeared on *History’s Greatest Mysteries* on the History Channel for a widely viewed episode on Jimmy Hoffa in Winter 2022.

- Marketing created a comprehensive promotional campaign for the January opening of the Dossin’s *Maritime Miniatures* exhibition, with a targeted fundraising ask, new admissions messaging, and a full digital marketing campaign.

- We created a *Maritime Miniatures* exhibit catalog, paired with the Dossin visitor guide, as a visitor giveaway during the run of the ship models exhibition. We also created a self-guided trivia activity and virtual tour in partnership with EPO.

- A Black History Month Pistons ticket giveaway partnership was a big success, raising awareness for our Protect Culture campaign and seeing over 500 free tickets redeemed by museum visitors in February and March.

- The Marketing team re-tooled the Society blog and content creation process to blend the work that our Collections team is doing with more messaging about the Society, the Centennial, and our ongoing programs. We ended the year with 54 new articles posted and nearly 17,000 pageviews, including 10,000+ entrances to the site.

- We reactivated our Google Nonprofit Ad Grant, which provides up to $10,000 of free keyword advertising to the Society every month.

- We received a free Canva Pro account through their nonprofit grant program, giving us a new user-friendly cloud-based design tool that we are now sharing with Society staff members across departments.
MARKETING & PUBLIC RELATIONS (CONT.)

- We kicked off *The Hustle* with a press conference on April 27, featuring all of our project sponsors and Society leadership. We had strong media coverage of the project from all the major local print, online, and TV outlets. The initiative received $500,000 in sponsorship.

- We finished *The Hustle* nomination period with more than 700 nominations. Our *Hustle* social media campaign received about 175,000 impressions across Facebook, Instagram and Google during May and June.

- We ended the fiscal year with 1.14 million pageviews on the Society website, representing 561,215 users. These numbers were up 18% and 31% respectively year-over-year.

- We saw 205,000 social interactions across platforms this year, with 35,155 users referred to the Society website from social (an increase of 80% from last year), showing strong results from our digital efforts in FY22.

HUMAN RESOURCES:

- The Society was challenged this past year, as were many museums and non-profits, with what became known as “The Great Resignation.” We said goodbye to several long tenured staff as they changed jobs for better salaries or benefits – or changed careers completely.

- To fill the ranks of our important frontline staff, we had to pivot to a higher hourly wage structure and added a few perks (i.e. monthly meal credit).

- Our full time staff demonstrated remarkable creativity, adaptability, and flexibility as they took on new and additional responsibilities.

- With recent additional funding, Society leadership is doing a comprehensive compensation analysis with the goal of retaining our key staff and expanding our ranks, especially in the areas of Mission and Programming.

Frontline staff worked hard to keep the museums operating smoothly while giving guests a best-in-class experience.
FUNDRAISING EVENTS:

• Despite ongoing challenges of street construction, museum floods, and the pandemic, we had capacity crowds for two big free summer events – the unveiling of Mickey Lolich’s handprints on Detroit’s birthday and the opening for Body by Fisher.

• The Detroit Historical Museum hosted Jennifer Hudson, star of the new Aretha Franklin biopic RESPECT, on August 1 along with United Artists/MGM representatives for a private tour of the RESPECT pop-up exhibition and Aretha’s handcasting.

• In September, we hosted the 3rd Annual Course of History Golf Classic at the historic Country Club of Detroit. The event raised nearly $25,000 and featured a curator-led tour of the clubhouse.

• More than 180 people attended the Holiday Ale Trail on December 4 for a safe, fun tasting event that we perfected in 2020 and slotted in again as a successful end-of-year friend and fundraiser ($4,000+ raised).

• We hosted a volunteer appreciation event on April 28, welcoming back some of our dedicated Society volunteers with a reception and curator chat in the Streets of Old Detroit.

• After the Society Ball moved from January due to COVID, the May 7 Centennial Shipmaster’s Ball hosted 112 guests and netted nearly $200,000, out-raising our net revenue for pandemic-related event cancellations earlier in the year.

• Our Ride of the Century event was hosted by Jason Hall at Historic Fort Wayne on July 17 with 50 riders in attendance. We also hosted well-attended CRC and Fort tours after the ride.
OPERATIONS:

• To install the new grant-funded Arc Eye Camera System at the Collections Resource Center, we had a 32’ x 32’ section of new epoxy flooring installed in car storage for the photo stage. Electrical upgrades were also made, including three 20-amp circuits to support the lighting for the photo system.

• We replaced all four chiller coils at the Collections Resource Center for the air conditioning system.

• We also implemented a new digital and “smart” HVAC controls system to better regulate the temperature and, more importantly, humidity. As a result, we are no longer dependent on several dehumidifiers throughout the warm weather months.

• DTE Energy worked over the summer months on infrastructure for new control boxes at both the Detroit Historical Museum and Detroit Public Library, which impacted access to Kirby Street and left us with five new control boxes anchored on the west side of the museum’s lawn.

• In a partnership with Wayne State University, the Detroit Historical Museum was the first to receive outdoor community Wi-Fi as part of the C&IT Cultural Center Wi-Fi project. It is available on Legends Plaza, wrapping around to the Kirby entrance.

• The personal lift in the America’s Motor City exhibition was repaired for visitor use.

• All stairwells at the Detroit Historical Museum were repainted.

• The rear loading dock lift at the Detroit Historical Museum was repaired to make it easier to load in larger artifacts.

• After enduring two floods in 2021, the flooring in the dentist’s office in the Streets of Old Detroit was replaced, the carpet in the Glancy Trains was removed, both the Boom Town exhibition and Brewing in Detroit exhibition were de-installed and repaired twice, with AV getting replaced once. During this time, the wood flooring in the Streets became loose and needed repair. In all, the lower level was patched and repaired over the late Summer and early Fall.

• The roof at the Dossin was replaced, and the Dossin parking lot was repaved and re-striped.

• An all-new AV system was installed in DeRoy Hall, offering new functionality and up-to-date controls.

• We secured a new recycling contract with DPW Recycling through the City of Detroit.

• We signed a contract with Infiniti to begin work on a new security system plan for both museums and the CRC. This would include new cameras, new intercom systems, and a new monitoring company.

The Detroit Historical Museum’s loading dock lift was repaired and used to move large artifacts like the Hudson’s delivery wagon.

Climate control improved at the Collections Resource Center with the installation of new HVAC controls and chiller coils.

Joel Stone’s history of the Society was published by Wayne State University Press in December 2021.
DEVELOPMENT:

• We introduced The Century Club, a temporary committee whose purpose is to raise and provide supplemental operational funding for the Detroit Historical Society, pending the outcome of a millage proposal that will be presented to Oakland County and Wayne County residents in 2024. The Century Club raised $400,000 in FY22.

• The quest to create The Century Club allowed us to convert prospects to donors and to reengage existing donors. To date, 50 people are part of this committee, which we have renamed The Next Century Club, as we are now working toward our next 100 years of operation.

• John W. Stroh III and Vivian Day Stroh, legacy owners of the Stroh Brewing Company, made a gift of $200,000 to offset the curating, cataloging, and creation of an exhibit on the Stroh Brewing Company.

• Our Annual Fund hit an all-time high of $67,000. This is 177% of goal, surpassing our budgeted goal for the year and for the last six fiscal years.

MEMBERSHIP:

• A new affinity group joined the Detroit Historical Society: Friends of Historic Hamtramck Stadium. This group brought with them new members, programming at Historic Hamtramck Stadium, and partnership on a refreshed Negro Leagues exhibition in Center Stage within the Allessee Gallery.

• For the third year in a row, Detroit Historical Society introduced new membership benefits. In FY22, we expanded the free parking benefit, applying it to more membership levels, and restored subscriptions to the beloved Telescope magazine for our Friends of the Dossin Great Lakes Museum affinity group members.

• We also added a second reciprocal benefit that offers new and existing members free admission and discounts at many wonderful institutions through the National Association of Reciprocal Membership (NARM) program.

• We welcomed 2,314 new members and hosted 10 member receptions this year.

RETAIL AND VISITOR SERVICES:

• We continued to focus on partnerships that make Society merchandise available throughout the Metro area and making our online store as easy and safe to use as possible. These efforts, along with clever merchandising and a unique product mix, helped our stores finish the year at 215% of goal, their most profitable year in decades.

• New products help customers celebrate the Detroit they remember from their youth. Hudson’s shopping bags, Stroh’s merchandise, Farmer Jack t-shirts, one-of-a-kind sports pieces, and everything auto-related has made the Detroit Historical Museum Store a popular stop for unique Detroit merchandise.

• The Society worked hard to support and celebrate its Visitor Experience staff, hoping to achieve a stable and enthusiastic corps of associates to provide service to our visitors when they come to our museums.

• Over the past year we have improved retention, added employees, and successfully promoted several staffers to leadership positions, stabilizing this essential workforce.
COLLECTIONS & DIGITIZATION:

• Collections video and images were licensed in feature documentaries including Boblo Boats: A Tale of Two Sisters, Gradually Then Suddenly God Said Give 'em Drum Machines, and The Rebellious Life of Rosa Parks and television projects like A&E’s Janet and Starz’s BMF. This revenue stream brought in $43,120.

• There were 100,000+ searches in our online database for images, objects, and general reference material this year—a sizable jump over traffic in previous years. The audience for our YouTube channel continues to grow as well with 1.4 million+ lifetime views and 55,000+ hours watched this year.

• We created promotional videos and video materials for exhibits including Body By Fisher and Hudson’s Holidays, as well as a display about Detroit jingles from the 1970s and 80s.

• We received grants from Dunning Foundation and Community Foundation of Southeast Michigan to support the Arc Eye artifact photography system installation and grants from the DTE and Flagstar Foundations for staffing support to photograph our automobile collection.

• IMLS funded photography of the furniture, transportation (non-automotive), and maritime model collections using Arc Eye System.

• We digitized historical resources for community partners including two large collections of AV material from Marygrove College, the Defining Detroit and Contemporary American Author lecture Series. In a separate partnership with Detroit’s Woodbridge Neighborhood Development Corp., we helped train residents to collect oral histories about their neighborhood. This project also included the documenting and proper storage of nearly 500 artifacts collected with help from the neighborhood group.

• We took a donation of approximately 3,500 artifacts from the Stroh Brewery Collection. This collection of Detroit breweriana was in a private collection held by the company until February 2022, when 2,500 artifacts and close to 1,000 film reels/tapes were transferred to the Society. The donation of artifacts came with support for two two-year staff positions to process and store the material.

• We facilitated on-site, hands-on learning opportunities for eight college students at the Collections Resource center. Each contributed to the ongoing collection-wide inventory.

• We took 4,000+ new artifacts into the collection this year (apart from the Stroh donation). Highlights include: large decorative vase from Grande Ballroom; a “Detroit vs. Covid-19” facemask; a deck chair from the Greater Detroit; among many others.

The Arc Eye Camera System was installed at the Collections Resource center to produce high-resolution 360 degree images of our large artifacts.

Ship models were repaired and prepped for display in advance of the Maritime Miniatures exhibition.
Combined Revenue and Expense information for the Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 2022.

**REVENUE**

**EXPENSES**

**NET ASSETS**
GOVERNMENT, CORPORATE AND FOUNDATION DONORS

$1,000,000+

City of Detroit Finance Department

$100,000-$499,000

AAA Club of Michigan Bank of America Davidson Family Foundation Day-Stroh Charitable Trust Gilbert Family Foundation Hudson-Webber Foundation Michigan Arts and Culture Council Quicken Loans Toyota North America

$10,000-$24,999


$25,000-$99,000


$2,500-$4,999

Cathy and Bob Anthony Fund Honigman LLP Japan Business Society of Detroit Foundation LAZ Parking Thomas Tipi Irrevocable Trust Salome E and Jonathan T Walton Family Fund Gail and Lois Warden Fund Young Woman’s Home Association

$1,000-$2,499

Lynn & Paul Alandt Foundation Applebaum Family Foundation Charles B. Bohn Fund Bob, Mary Ann and Meredith Bury Charitable Fund Children’s Foundation Cohn Family Philanthropic Fund Kenneth R & Valerie L Dabrowski Charitable Foundation The Debbie and John Erb Family Fund Detroit Regional Chamber Exxon Mobil Foundation Benson & Edith Ford Fund Jean Wright and Joseph L. Hudson Jr. Fund Marjorie and Maxwell Jospey Foundation Meijer

$1-$999


Dresses and accessories from the MGM movie RESPECT were on display over the summer at the Detroit Historical Museum.

Michigan History Day returned in-person at the Detroit Historical Museum, with 80 participants from six schools in our district.
## INDIVIDUAL DONORS

### $100,000+

- Sandy and Mimi McMillan
- John Stroh and Vivian Day Stroh

### $50,000-$99,999

- Kevin and Catharine Broderick
- Douglas and Diane Dossin
- Drew and Karen Peslar
- Bobbi and Stephen Polk

### $25,000-$49,999

- Daniel and Morgan Kaufman
- Stephanie and Timothy Nicholson
- Jonathan and Lori Rumley
- Paul and Kathy Smoke

### $10,000-$24,999

- Thomas Buhl and Lindsey Ford Buhl
- Gregory Cheesewright
- John and Alexandra Decker
- Dianne Dossin-Ruth and Delbert Ruth
- Gary Gillette and Vicki Gillette
- Bernie and Nina Kent
- Jinyo Koh
- Darralynn Miller
- Ms. Shirley Wiederhold

### $5,000-$9,999

- Richard and Susan Bingham
- Lawrence and Nancy Bluth
- Judith and Howard Christie
- Ms. Nadine Cook
- James and Cathy Deutchman
- Dennis and Melissa Levasseur
- Anthony and Moira McCree
- James and Mary Beth Nicholson
- Jim and Ann Nicholson
- Peter Riley
- Leslye and Lewis Rosenbaum
- Rick and Cat Ruffner
- Lois and Mark Shaevsky
- Stan Simek
- Gary and Janet Van Elslander

### $2,500-$4,999

- Robert and Catherine Anthony
- Bill and Jenny Chope Lena Epstein
- Frances Hoopingarner
- Michael Kosonog and Jennifer Stephens-Kosonog
- Gary and Kathleen Marowske
- Chauncey and Erica Mayfield
- John Solecki
- Barbara Taylor
- William Volz and Mary Kramer
- Salome Walton
- Gail Warden
- Mr. Jason A. Witt
- Norma Jean and Jeffrey Zaleski

### $1,000-$2,499

- Lynn and Paul Alandt
- Geaneen Arends
- Sandy and Lisa Baruah
- Paul Boehms
- Alicia Boler-Davis
- Rose Brinker
- Dick and Joanne Brodie
- Lawrence Burns
- Robert and Mary Ann Bury
- John and Joanne Carter
- Karen Chopra
- Cyril Clarke
- Doug Czajkowski
- John and Debbie Erb
- Rochelle and Randy Forester
- Neal and Shaina Gram
- Matthew and Ann Greenough
- Ann and Robert Greenstone
- Frederick and Wanda Hall
- Jean Hudson
- Tracy Irwin
- Michael Kosonog
- Christal Lewandowski
- Robert Lorenz and Christine Comstock
- Thayer and Gioconda McMillan
- Samuel and Becky Misuraca
- Michael and Eloise Moran
- Gregory Nowak
- Avern and Lois Cohn
- Sheila Rabat
- Happy Rands
- Heather Rivard
- Frank and Nancy Roney
- Elana and Chris Rugh
  
  **Bill and Marge Sandy**
  Carol and Paul Schaap
  The Honorable Walter Shapero and Ms. Kathleen Straus
  Dante and Olga Stella
  Jonathan and Alicia Taub
  Ms. Jessica Taub
  Bruce and Kris VandeVusse
  Spencer Weidig and Kathy Weidig
  Todd and H. Sook Wilkinson
  Rebecca Salminen Witt
  Mr. Lee Wurm
  Neal and Esther Zalenko

### $250-$999

- Akosua Barthwell Evans
- Marilyn Blank
- Marcia and Jim Bonahoom
- Terry Book
- Nancy Bricker
- Cathy Burke
- Mary Cal
- Carol and Philip Campbell
- Bernard and Judith Cantor
- Joel Cohen
- Thomas and Nancy Coles Gayle and James Conway
- Constance and Ronald Corrigan
- Dacia Crum
- Ms. Betsy Davis
- Tresa Deal-Galloway
- Carol Detrisac
- Bill Doherty
- Richard and Nancy Donnelly
- Richard and Orlene Faulkner
- Mason and Mary Kaye Ferry
- Joann Fisher
- Robert Fishman
- Claire Gallam
- Eugene and Mary Anne Gargaro
- James Greenough
- Brad Gregory
- Thomas and Elizabeth Griffith
- Tim and Pam Haase
- Margaret Halls
- Jonathan Holtzman
- Bill Houghton
- Jennifer Hudson Parke and Joseph Parke
- Robert and Sharon Hurlbert
- Alexis Inigo
- Les and Bob Iwrey
- Willie Jackson
- George and Ann Jerome
- Alan Karcher

### $1-$249

- Troy Adam
- Chiquita Adams
- Jessica Addison
- Bob Allen and Ellen Dennehy
- Heather Allen
- Hon. Alex J. Allen, Jr.
- Maureen Altermann
- Julie Anderson and Glen Anderson

### $1-$250

- Angela and Chuck Kennedy
- David and Theresa Klaasen
- Thomas Kneeshaw
- Ronald Kustra
- Richard and Reita Lambrecht
- Thomas and Yvonne Larabell
- Lawrence Larson
- Kyoungok Lee
- Beverly Len
- Florine Mark
- Howard Mason
- Jackson and Mary Ann McBroome
- Patrick McKeever
- Royce McKinney
- Eugene and Lois Miller
- Joseph and Elizabeth Moran
- Longine and Leslie Morawski
- Frank and Denise Mullen
- Rebecca Nadler
- Christine Nill
- Mr. George Nyman
- Anthony Pendleton
- Bob Pettapiece
- Susan and Rebecca Plaine
- Timothy and Margaret Price
- Andre Ridley
- Peter Robinson
- Harriet Rotter
- Mark and Peggy Saffier
- Rebecca Salminen Witt and Greg Witt
- Earl Savage
- Kay Schoff
- Ellen G. Schreuder
- Elizabeth Shafter
- Kevin Sheard
- Mr. Shawn C. Smith
- Joel and Linda Stone
- Cynthia Taylor
- Mary Turner
- Amanda Van Dusen and Curtis Blessing
- Paul and Cheryl Van Tol
- Janice and Gerald Wargo
- Dwan Warmack
- Margaret Wilson and Michael Wilson
David Anstett
Sheila Anthony
Ms. Lena Antoski
Mary Arcaro
Nanette Armstrong
Amy Atkinson
Sharese Axel
Russell and Sandra Ayers
Marianne and Bennie Bailey
Ms. Ava Barbour
Diane and Paul Barrett
Arlene and William Barris
William Barton
Nicky Bates
Cornell Batie
Janice Bauer
David and Lois Baughman
Ms. Linda M. Beale
James and Kristin Beardslee
Gwendolyn Beasley
Carol and Stan Beattie
Thomas and Dorothy Bejin
Duane Belin
Anthony and Barbara Benedict
Cecilia Benner
Vicki Bennett
Jocelyn Bennett
Steven Beno
Elizabeth Berg and John Bachman
Pauline Bergeron
Mr. Thomas Berlin
Larry and Linda Bernhardt
Louis Berra
Andrew Berry
Mary and Richard Berschback
Ms. Sylvia Bethea
Heather Betts
Aryan Bhalaikar
Brigettt Binns
Stephen Black and Yvonne Friday
Dr. Kertia Black
Karrie Black
Daina Blackstone
Thomas Blaser
Janice Blowsky
Kathy and Rob Blumer
Nikki Bockel
Mary Bodary
Jeffery Bojaraski
Maggie Boleyn and Ed Gill
Arleen Bonello
Antoinette Book
Michele Booker
Kathryn Borkowski
Adam Borkowski
Annmarie Borucki
Paul and Louise Borucki
Ms. Suzanne Boschan
Esther Bostick
Timothy Bourcier
Donna Bourgoin and Jeff Bourgoin
Jessica Brandenburg
Bob and Rosemary Brasie
Hanson and Tara Bratton
Camille Breen
Earl and Lynne Breen
Cassandra Brewer
Joshua Brody
Patricia and Andrew Brogowicz
Mark Brooks
Martin and Joan Brosnan
Paul Brown
Linda Marie Brown
Ms. Ann E. Brown
Nancy Brucken
Antoine Bryant
Rosalie Bryk
Barth and Elizabeth Bucciarelli
Arlene Burgam
John and Kathryn Burke
Peter and Judith Burkhart
Katharine Burns
James and Cynthia Burnstein
Karen Burr
Gail Busby
Jocelyn Gail Bush
Rita Bush
Beverly Butler
Ann Byrne
Sylvia Cadorette
Regina Caldwell
Michael Callaghan
Misty Callies and William Secrest
Ms. Julie A. Calligaro
Joann Campbell
Libby Candler and Daniel Hughes
Joan and John Capuano
Ms. Danielle Caralis
Joseph C. Brincat and Mark S. Carney
Anne Carrier
James and Perry Carroll
Patricia Carrolle Jaynes and Robin Jaynes
Lynne Carter
Mary Lou Caspers
Joann Castle
Christopher Causley
Beate Cavanaugh
Claudine Cesano
Leonora Chambers-Koyton
Jessica Charlton
Paul and John Chateau
Doris Chavis
Janet Chernow
Dr. Robert C. Chope, Jr.
Ms. Phyllis Chubb
Latricia Clark
Patrick Clark
Liesl Clark
John and Miriam Cohen
Natasha Cohen
Jeffrey Cole
Ms. Dawn Coley
Shaun Collins
David Colton and Kimbriel Towar
Elizabeth Colvin
Ms. Elaine Conrad
Roger and Kathleen Cook
Aaron Cook
Carol Cook
Clarence and Peggy Cooper
Lisa Copeland
Sheryl Corrado
James and Kimberly Cotter
Judith and John Covert-Sisung
Ms. Deborah Cox
Kimberly Crafton
Howard Craig-Aakervik
Perpetua and Steven Crawford
Karly Crosby
Linda Culpepper
Gary Cureton
Darlene and Joseph Czop
Eric J. Dalton
Ian Danic
Dorothy A. Davenport
Tyrone Davenport and Linda Forte
Darah Davis
Dr. Ella Davis
Michelle Davis
Joann Marie Davis
Benjamin Davis
Mark and Janet Davison
Paralee G. Day
Elizabeth De Guise
Traci Deal
Daniel Dechiaro
Gerald and Lorraine Decoster
Robert J. Degenhart
Ann Delisi
Gary Dembs
Patricia Denby-Jonas
Ronald A. Deneweth
Michael and Joyce Deren
James and Genya Dieran
Peter Deucher
Lemuel and Pamela DeWeese
Gabriel and Sallie D’Haillecourt
Lauren Diamond
Shirley and Enrico Digrolamo
Joel Dinda
John Dinka and Catherine Osinski-Dinka
David Dix
Michael and Clara Dixon
Jean Dodenhoff
Patricia Doerr
Jack and Tracy Donnelly
Graig and Sarah Donnelly
Mr. Mike Donnelly
Kathleen Donovan and Robert Jacques
Eugene and Elaine Driker
Ms. Cindy Drost
Mary and Thomas Drummy
Ms. Regina DuBose
Robert and Linda Duchene
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The iconic Fisher stage coach on display at the Detroit Historical Museum.
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The National Organization of Minority Architects exhibition coincided with the group’s 2021 annual convention, which was held in Detroit.

Exiled in Motown featured an installation of tsuru-paper cranes in the Community Gallery.
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Illustrator Isabel Clare Paul and historian Tim Retzlaff teamed up to create the comic book *Come Out! In Detroit*, which told the story of Detroit’s first gay pride parade and was featured in our Auditorium Showcase.

We hosted 36 Behind the Scenes Tours this year, including tours at six new sites.

A Cadillac with a “Body by Fisher” on-hand for the opening day of the exhibition.

Kids of all ages enjoyed traditional favorites like *The Streets of Old Detroit* and *Glancy Trains*. 
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